The gas-liquid interface remains one of the least explored, but nevertheless most practically important, environments in which molecular collisions take place. These molecular-level processes underlie many bulk phenomena of fundamental and applied interest, spanning evaporation, respiration, multiphase catalysis, and atmospheric chemistry. We review here the research that has, during the past decade or so, been unraveling the molecular-level mechanisms of inelastic and reactive collisions at the gas-liquid interface. Armed with the knowledge that such collisions with the outer layers of the interfacial region can be unambiguously distinguished, we show that the scattering of gas-phase projectiles is a promising new tool for the interrogation of liquid surfaces with extreme surface sensitivity. Especially for reactive scattering, this method also offers absolute chemical selectivity for the groups that react to produce a specific observed product.
INTRODUCTION
Although the gas-liquid interfacial region is ubiquitous in environmental (1-4) and industrial (5-7) chemical systems, it is still a challenge to study this region with current experimental and computational tools. Relative to bulk liquid and bulk gas, far less is known about the boundary between them. The investigation of collisions of atoms or molecules with liquid surfaces provides unique insight into this important interface that complements spectroscopic and electron or neutron scattering studies.
Gas-liquid scattering dynamics are at the heart of the microscopic events that give rise to solvation, phase transport, and heterogeneous catalysis. In this section, we summarize general and important dynamical features of gas-liquid scattering. Many such features that have been established for gas-solid scattering are also observed in gas-liquid scattering (8) (9) (10) . For example, gas-liquid scattering can often productively be described as a binary combination of statistical (thermal) and nonstatistical (impulsive) scattering limiting distributions. Additionally, trends in the dependence of energy transfer on deflection angle for impulsive scattering are consistent with hard-sphere kinematics for both liquids and solids. However, liquid interfaces are disordered, aperiodic, dynamic, and more prone to thermal roughening than solid surfaces (11, 12) , resulting in broad energy and angular distributions for gas-liquid scattering.
The surface selectivity of gas-liquid collisions, which are restricted to or gated by the outermost region of the surface, makes gas-liquid scattering a potentially very powerful analytical tool for the study of liquid surface structure and composition. In Section 2, we highlight experiments that demonstrate this utility. Relative to solids, the liquid interface is less defined and more structurally complex (13, 14) . The existence of surface-specific chemical and physical phenomena (15) suggests that the gas-liquid interface can function as a reaction medium distinct from vacuum and from bulk liquid. Although much remains to be learned about the surfaces of pure liquids, many current gas-liquid scattering studies are building on the groundwork of previous studies and targeting complex liquid mixtures (16, 17) .
This review is timely because of the substantial advances that have been made in the field of gas-liquid interfaces in the past decade or so. These interfaces have been studied with a variety of methods, including sum frequency generation, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and X-ray, light, neutron, electron, and ion scattering. However, we focus here on atomic and molecular collisions with liquid surfaces because these interactions may provide a new way in which to obtain complementary information on surface composition and structure with a high degree of surface specificity and chemical selectivity. Owing to limitations of space, we restrict our review to the scattering of gaseous atoms, molecules, and radicals from hydrocarbons, polymers, ionic liquids, and liquid crystals. Experimental, theoretical, and computational results are interleaved and discussed throughout. Lu et al. (18) have recently reviewed a large body of work on scattering dynamics from self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). Here, we only include SAM studies that are relevant to gas-liquid scattering dynamics. Ion-surface scattering, predominantly with much higher-energy projectiles, as reviewed by Andersson & Ridings (19) , is similarly omitted.
METHODOLOGIES

Experimental Approaches to Studying Gas-Liquid Collisions
Some features are common to all interfacial experiments on gas-liquid collision dynamics. The basic elements are a liquid surface, a means to generate gas-phase projectiles, and a method to detect the scattered products.
To obtain detailed dynamical information, the nascent products that scatter from the surface must be detected before they undergo any secondary encounters in the gas phase in order to Schematic diagram of a hyperthermal molecular beam experiment with mass spectrometric detection (32) . Shown are the laser detonation source of high-velocity (hyperthermal) atomic oxygen, synchronized chopper wheel for velocity selection of the beam pulse, continually refreshed liquid surface, and rotatable mass spectrometer detector. a well-defined initial velocity and with a broad distribution of speeds and internal states. This range of initial states may be advantageous, however, as it allows investigation of scattering from higher-energy initial states, although the dynamical information will be convoluted over the initial distributions.
The methods of detection of the scattered products can be broadly split into two categories: mass spectrometry (MS) and laser spectroscopy. MS yields well-resolved information on the translational energy of the products. It is often paired with an incident molecular beam in a configuration where the angles of incidence, θ i (conventionally defined relative to the surface normal), and detection, θ f , are controlled and the velocity distributions of scattered products are obtained by the time-of-flight method (Figure 2) . Detection by laser spectroscopy, by contrast, provides product internal-state distributions and, in some cases, translational energy information, although usually with more limited resolution. Spectroscopic techniques include laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) to detect I 2 (21), OH (22) , and NO (23); infrared (IR) absorption to detect HF (24) and CO 2 (25) ; and resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) to detect NO (26).
Simple Models and Theoretical Approaches
Experiments are unable to resolve the individual atomic interactions that sum to produce a gasliquid scattering event. Thus, gas-liquid scattering experiments benefit greatly from efforts to understand and model these phenomena through theoretical simulations.
Although most applicable to gas-phase scattering, the hard-sphere binary-collision model (Equation 1) is often invoked to rationalize qualitative trends that are commonly observed in gas-liquid scattering experiments (27) . The loss of kinetic energy, E = E f − E i , is a singlevalued function of the deflection angle, χ = 180
• − (θ f + θ i ), and is parametrically dependent on the ratio, μ, of the mass of the projectile to the effective mass of the surface, as well as the gas-surface interaction potential, V, and the liquid surface temperature, T liq . For example, the MD: molecular dynamics QM/MM: quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics hard-sphere model predicts efficient energy transfer for heavy atoms or molecules that are incident on low-density liquids, especially for low-impact parameter (head-on) collisions between the projectile and a collection of atoms in the liquid-vacuum interfacial region (28) . In many cases, a softsphere variant of the hard-sphere model (Equation 2), which accounts for the flow of translational energy into internal modes of the scattered species and the localized region of the surface where the collision occurs, E int , provides a better description of average fractional energy transfer data (29) . This soft-sphere model has been used for high-energy projectiles, where the gas-surface interaction potential and thermal motion of the surface may be neglected. In particular, the soft-sphere model gave improved agreement with experimental energy transfer for hyperthermal O( 3 P) and Ar scattering on squalane, PFPE, alkylthiol SAMs (H-SAMs), and fully fluorinated alkylthiol SAMs (F-SAMs) (29) . Equations 1 and 2 represent the hard-sphere and soft-sphere models, respectively:
The washboard with moment of inertia (WBMI) model represents surface corrugation as a one-dimensional sinusoidal function and can easily be made to account for multiple collisions in the interfacial region. Although WBMI calculations are not intended for quantitative comparison with experimental data, they do reproduce the bimodal scattering distributions that are often observed in gas-surface scattering experiments (30) . However, WBMI calculations also predict that the effective surface mass of a more floppy liquid (or SAM) is lower than that of a stiffer surface, in contradiction to what has been derived using the soft-sphere model (29) . Both united-atom and all-atom classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be used to compute the structure and dynamics of liquid surfaces by equilibrating vacuum-liquid-vacuum slab structures under periodic boundary conditions (Figure 3) . The MD equilibrated vacuum-liquid interface can then be used to estimate which atoms are geometrically accessible to a gas-phase projectile by applying accessible surface area or line of sight calculations (31, 32) . Classical MD can also be used to directly simulate nonreactive gas-liquid scattering trajectories (33) (34) (35) (36) with an accuracy that can be improved by fitting force field parameters to high-level quantum calculations (37) (38) (39) (40) .
The realistic simulation of gas-liquid scattering trajectories that allow for reactive events (bond forming, bond breaking, electron transfer, etc.) is much more challenging. Such simulation requires the application of quantum mechanics (QM) in "on-the-fly" direct dynamics methods, where successive electronic structure calculations of the energies and forces steer the gas-liquid motion (41) . Computational limitations associated with these quantum Born-Oppenheimer direct dynamics calculations often motivate decisions to approximate the liquid as a molecular cluster (42) or to adopt hybrid QM/MM schemes, where the gas-liquid system is partitioned into regions treated classically or with QM (43-51). The vacuum-liquid interface of squalane as predicted by classical molecular dynamics simulations. The image renders the unit cell of a vacuum-liquid-vacuum structure equilibrated for 4 ns at 323 K under periodic boundary conditions. Blue lines trace the 10.0 × 9.3 × 18.3-nm unit cell boundary containing 640 molecules of squalane (58,880 atoms). Optimized potentials for liquid simulations-all atom (OPLS-AA) force field parameters were used to describe all bonded and nonbonded interactions in the liquid. Carbon and hydrogen atoms near the upper vacuum-liquid interface are rendered as blue and white spheres, respectively. All other atoms in the liquid slab are rendered as gray points.
FUNDAMENTAL DYNAMICS OF INTERFACIAL COLLISIONS
Nonreactive Gas-Surface Interactions
Nonreactive systems have revealed a great deal about the fundamental scattering dynamics of gasliquid interfacial collisions. In fact, early work using molecular beams of inert gases provided the basic foundation for the development of the field (11, 12, 33, (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) . These early studies have been previously reviewed (28), so we summarize here only the key results that are relevant to all interfacial processes. The velocity distributions of the scattered products are found to be well described empirically as the sum of two components. One component corresponds to fast-recoiling products 
IS: impulsive scattering
TD: thermal desorption that scatter in a narrow angular distribution at near-specular angles, with final translational energies that are superthermal and that depend on the incident energy. The other component is distributed in a cosine distribution around the surface normal and possesses much lower translational energies, resembling a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with a temperature close to that of the liquid surface. Figure 4 shows a typical time-of-flight distribution illustrating this bimodal behavior. This behavior has been explained as the result of two distinct projectile-surface interactions: impulsive scattering (IS) and thermal desorption (TD). These concepts have been borrowed from studies on gas-solid dynamics (57) . According to this distinction, atoms or molecules that scatter with IS trajectories collide with the surface once (or a few times at most) and scatter with relatively high, unaccommodated speeds. There is generally little additional energy transfer to the surface beyond that resulting from a gas phase-like inelastic collision with a localized region of the surface. In contrast, TD scattering involves more extended interactions with the surface, promoting exchange of energy and resulting in an apparently thermalized distribution of products. The IS and TD labels have been successfully applied to categorize the bimodal behavior of most gas-liquid systems, including reactive scattering (of which an early example is shown in Figure 4 ), so they have become part of the common vocabulary of the field. Although the IS/TD dichotomy is undoubtedly a very useful phenomenological tool for characterizing experimental observations, care should be exercised not to overinterpret this simple picture of two limiting cases, as we discuss further below. Further useful concepts have emerged from early molecular beam studies. Energy transfer to the surface depends on the collision energy, the angle of incidence, and the masses of both the gas-phase projectile and the localized region of the liquid surface that participates in the collision. It is generally greatest for head-on collisions that lead to backward-scattered products and least for grazing collisions. Kinematic models of scattering (Equations 1 and 2) yield an effective surface mass that decreases with incident energy because the timescale of the collision is shorter and fewer surface atoms move cooperatively. A fluorocarbon such as PFPE, with its heavy CF x groups and www.annualreviews.org • Collisions at Liquid Surfacesdense structure, absorbs less energy than does a hydrocarbon such as squalane (54, (58) (59) (60) , whose aliphatic chains form a soft surface (26) that promotes a large transfer of momentum. However, recent experiments and simulations using the soft-sphere model (Equation 2) of scattering of oxygen and argon atoms from liquid and SAM surfaces have found that the effective surface mass is greater for softer hydrocarbon surfaces (29) . This apparently counterintuitive result is explained by the fact that more atoms in the hydrocarbon participate in the interaction, so the projectile's energy is dissipated more easily into the surface. In general, these collisions should be viewed not as local encounters with single CH x or CF x groups, but rather as interactions with many atoms that are coupled through vibrational motion.
Another useful general concept that has emerged is that of surface roughness. Fluctuations of liquid surfaces occur on a wide range of length scales, from the macroscopic, where they are meaningfully described as sinusoidal capillary waves, to the molecular (11). The shortest-wavelength motions, which are most relevant to the scattering of molecular projectiles, are rapidly damped by viscosity and can be considered as transitory distortions of the local molecular arrangement. A rough surface promotes multiple-bounce collisions, facilitating energy transfer and resulting in a larger TD fraction and more out-of-plane scattering events. Thermal roughening of PFPE surfaces was demonstrated by scattering different projectiles at multiple temperatures (11, 12) . As the temperature increases, thermal motion generates a less densely packed surface that is microscopically rougher, as later MD simulations have shown (61) .
A complete picture of the scattering dynamics requires knowledge of the distributions of both the internal energy and the velocity of the scattered products. Thus, spectroscopic detection methods complement time-of-flight methods. Early studies of NO scattering from SAMs using REMPI detection found significant translational-to-rotational energy transfer for IS collisions (26, 62) . The first experiments with spectroscopic detection that involved a true liquid surface used LIF to investigate the scattering of I 2 from polymers (PFPE and polydimethylsiloxane) and from squalane (21, 58, 63) . In all cases, the TD fraction was rotationally and vibrationally warmer than the incident jet-cooled I 2 , and there was evidence for weak translational-to-rotational energy transfer in the IS channel. More recently, IR spectroscopy was employed to study the inelastic scattering of a rotationally cold beam of CO 2 from liquid surfaces in an extensive series of papers by Nesbitt and coworkers (25, 59, (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) . The trends in energy transfer with different liquid surfaces (59) and with different angles (64), collision energies (66) , and liquid temperatures (66) were in qualitative agreement with other inelastic scattering experiments. Polarization-modulated IR spectroscopy was used to investigate orientation and alignment effects on the collisions (67, 69) , indicating a strong tendency for forward end-over-end tumbling of the scattered CO 2 molecules as a result of the corrugated structure of the surface, which promotes impulsive torques.
The CO 2 rotational distributions were strongly bimodal ( Figure 5 ) and were described by the two-temperature Boltzmann model in the following equation:
In this model, the cold temperature T 1 is assigned to the TD component and, in the work of Nesbitt and coworkers, constrained to 298 K, whereas the hot temperature T 2 is assigned to the IS component (25) . The TD fraction α has been interpreted by Nesbitt and coworkers as the fraction of incident molecules that become thermalized with the surface. In addition, the Doppler-resolved absorption profiles in the direction perpendicular to the surface normal for each rotational state were fitted to a sum of IS and TD contributions. Although this approach lacks the high translational resolution of a time-of-flight experiment, it indicates a correlation between the component of Standard Boltzmann analysis of the J state populations of CO 2 molecules that scatter inelastically from PFPE at normal incidence with E i = 10.6 kcal/mol. The number in parentheses is one standard deviation from the average of multiple measurements. Here T rot is the rotational temperature, A is the integrated absorbance over a given spectral peak, and S J is the Hönl-London factor. Abbreviations: IS, impulsive scattering; PFPE, perfluoropolyether; TD, thermal desorption. translational energy parallel to the surface and the rotational energy in the scattered CO 2 . The values of the translational and rotational temperatures for the IS channel were similar, supporting the IS/TD model. Although there was clear accommodation of translational and rotational energy on the surface, vibrational energy transfer was not so efficient. It was suggested that the timescale of the interaction is too short to allow for efficient vibrational accommodation. Consistent with these observations, simulations of CO 2 scattering from perfluorinated SAMs found no significant vibrational excitation of CO 2 (40, 70) and inefficient relaxation of its excited bending mode (71) . It should be emphasized that there is no a priori reason to expect the IS rotational distribution to be described by a single temperature when it arises from a nonequilibrium process involving single or just a few collisions. Theoretical studies of CO 2 collisions with F-SAMs classified direct trajectories as those that included both single and multiple collisions, and the TD fraction α obtained from two-temperature rotational fittings did not match the fraction of physisorption trajectories (40) . Related studies of inert gases colliding with H-SAMs (37, (72) (73) (74) and squalane (36) further confounded the distinction between IS and TD, as they showed that single-collision products could be characterized by Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. It is clear that to fully describe the interfacial dynamics at the microscopic level, one needs to go beyond the simple two-channel IS/TD model. Inelastic scattering of OH radicals from hydrocarbon and polymer surfaces strengthened this argument (60, 75, 76) . The translationally hot but rotationally nearthermal OH produced by HONO photolysis scattered with at least partial IS characteristics. Product rotational distributions could be fitted to a single rotational temperature that was higher than the incident value, suggesting translational-to-rotational energy conversion in impulsive collisions at the surface. This result was supported by simulations of scattering from F-SAMs (77) . Rotational temperatures and the component of translationally slower products that could be associated with a TD fraction were consistent with trends in surface stiffness. Further experiments were performed by changing the OH precursor to allyl alcohol. This generates OH radicals with much higher rotational energy, so the distinction between IS and TD channels should be clearer. Although the two-temperature model (Equation 3) could be fitted to the product rotational distributions, it yielded values of α that were in strong disagreement with the TD fractions inferred from translational energy distributions. These results cast doubt on the interpretation of α as a simple and direct measure of the TD fraction.
Reactive Scattering Systems
Interfacial gas-liquid reactions present added complexity relative to their gas-phase counterparts because the nascent products can accommodate their energy (either partially or totally) at the surface. The basic IS/TD characteristics of interfacial scattering are still present (24, 78, 79) , but in addition, the reaction dynamics generally affect the energies of the products.
Many of the experimental studies to date have focused on hydrogen abstraction reactions from liquid hydrocarbons, of which the interfacial O( 3 P) + squalane reaction is perhaps the most extensively characterized example. Molecular beam experiments with MS detection by Minton and coworkers (78, (80) (81) (82) demonstrated that the major product is OH, analogous to gas-phase reactions with small hydrocarbons (83) . OH scatters in two distinct velocity distributions, consistent with the IS/TD model for inelastic scattering systems. Borrowing terminology from conventional surface science, the direct gas-surface reaction (IS) may be referred to as an Eley-Rideal (ER) reaction, whereas the indirect reaction that leads to thermally desorbed OH would be referred to as a Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) reaction (27) . TD (or LH) OH products might, in principle, arise from the reaction of thermally accommodated O with a C-H moiety on the surface (but not in practice; see below) or through the thermal accommodation of a nascent OH after it has been formed in an ER reaction. The OH product, whether produced via an ER or an LH reaction, may abstract a second H atom to form H 2 O. Depending on the sequence of collisions, the H 2 O product exits the surface with either thermal or superthermal translational energies; both are found in practice (Figure 6 ). Given the complexity of the interactions that lead to H 2 O, it is not surprising that the H 2 O products scatter with a substantially larger contribution from TD scattering than do the OH products. The observation of a significant yield of nonthermal H 2 O production is a rare example of a two-step ER reaction. A kinematic analysis of the IS component of OH using the soft-sphere model (see Section 2.2) yielded an effective surface mass of approximately 76 amu for squalane when the incident O-atom energy was 47 kJ/mol and approximately 43 amu when it was 504 kJ/mol (80, 81) . In a similar study, interfacial H abstraction by Cl to form HCl was found to exhibit very similar reaction dynamics (80) . Backward and sideways scattering in the center-of-mass (c.m.) frame was favored for both H abstraction reactions, in contrast with the analogous gas-phase reactions. This was explained as an unavoidable consequence of the geometrical constraint imposed by the surface. At high c.m. collision energies (451-472 kJ/mol), additional reaction channels are open, and the C-C bond breakage product, CH 3 O, is observed to scatter from the surface (82) through ER and TD mechanisms. Related theoretical studies, which corroborate the experimental observations and conclusions (46, 47) , suggest that an H-atom elimination reaction should also be significant, but the detection sensitivity for H was insufficient to detect the predicted H-atom products. The information derived from the molecular beam experiments was complemented by LIF detection of OH. The bulk photolytic method used to generate O( 3 P) produces lower (but still superthermal) collision energies (22, 61, (84) (85) (86) . The translational energy resolution is also more limited; nevertheless, simulation of the OH appearance profiles (yield as a function of delay between photolysis and probe laser pulses) showed conclusively that there must be a significant IS component (84) . The presence of both IS and TD components was confirmed more incisively by the rotational distributions. The overall distribution was described by a single Boltzmann temperature that was above the liquid temperature but lower than that from the analogous direct gas-phase processes (87) . This suggests that not all products are IS and that there was a significant TD contribution, although the IS and TD temperature values were too similar to yield a clear two-temperature fit. More refined measurements showed a clear correlation between translational and rotational energy of the products, with different values of rotational temperature T rot at different points of the appearance profile (Figure 7) . T rot is superthermal and IS-like in the rising edge of the profiles, becoming close to the surface temperature at later delays (85) . Moreover, the fact that the liquid temperature affects T rot only at later delays is additional strong evidence for a TD component contributing increasingly in the tail of the profile. (87) , must result from reaction at secondary and tertiary hydrocarbon sites on the surface. MD simulations showed that such sites are accessible, despite the slight preference for methyl groups to protrude toward the vacuum (31, 47) . The OH vibrational branching ratio was lower than had been observed in gas-phase experiments with smaller hydrocarbons (84), although reproducibility of absolute vibrational branching ratios in independent experiments is notoriously difficult even in the gas phase (83) . Another observation, less dependent on external comparisons, was that the yield of OH (v = 1) was strongly sensitive to surface temperature, as opposed to OH (v = 0), which was essentially independent (61). It was argued that vibrationally excited OH has a liquid temperature-dependent survival (rather than production) probability, and that the loss mechanism is collisional relaxation rather than vibrationally enhanced secondary reaction. The increase in temperature causes the surface of squalane to be more open, as demonstrated in MD simulations, potentially enhancing the survival probability of OH (v = 1) (61). Importantly, the lack of liquid-temperature dependence in the yield of the majority OH (v = 0) product precludes a significant contribution from the LH reaction of thermally accommodated O atoms as the source of TD OH, which could not be ruled out from the earlier molecular beam scattering experiments.
Inelastic scattering of OH from different liquids offered further insights into its loss mechanisms at the surface (60, 75, 76) . The reactive uptake of OH by the liquid, derived from the survival probability of the incident OH, was larger for the unsaturated liquid squalene compared to the fully saturated squalane. Experiments with HONO photolysis (75) found reactive uptake coefficients, γ (squalane) = 0.30 ± 0.08 and γ (squalene) = 0.39 ± 0.07, in agreement with independent studies of uptake on squalane droplets (88) and other related measurements for thermal OH on hydrocarbon surfaces (89) (90) (91) (92) . Moreover, the fraction of scattered OH missing from squalene was the slower-moving component (75, 76) . OH that thermalizes at the surface of squalane is at least partially inhibited from abstracting a second hydrogen, owing to the 3-10-kJ/mol reaction barriers (93) , and therefore has a reasonable probability of surviving and scattering with TD characteristics. On the squalene surface, in contrast, there is an additional mechanism for loss of thermalized OH by addition to unsaturated sites, which is a barrierless reaction (94) .
In O/OH + saturated hydrocarbon systems, the chemical energy released into the reaction products is lower than the collision energy, so the latter dominates the scattering dynamics. The effect of reaction energetics on the interfacial dynamics is best observed in the opposite situation, that is, highly exoergic reactions at low collision energies. F + squalane, O( 1 D) + squalane, and O( 3 P) + squalene are examples of such reactions. In the gas phase, F + hydrocarbon reactions give rise to HF products with high translational and internal energies. In the F + squalane reaction, both experiments and related simulations (24, 48, 95, 96) have found a fraction of hot products, in agreement with the gas-phase results, but also a component of rotationally and translationally cold products, indicating accommodation at the surface. However, the vibrational energy of the nascent HF is not accommodated efficiently. The situation is similar for the O( 1 D) + squalane (79) and O( 3 P) + squalene (97) reactions studied by McKendrick and coworkers: Rotationally hot OH is produced in analogous gas-phase reactions, owing to reaction by a transient insertion mechanism [in the O( 1 D) + squalane reaction] or to higher available energy on breaking allylic C-H bonds [in the O( 3 P) + squalene reaction]. In both cases, LIF experiments found bimodal rotational distributions with a cold component resulting from secondary encounters with the surface. In addition, the O( 3 P) + squalene reaction produces a lower yield of OH than the O( 3 P) + squalane reaction, despite the former's greater exothermicity. This is further evidence of the presence of unsaturated groups at the surface of squalene, as discussed above. Addition to double bonds competes effectively with the direct abstraction reaction, hence diminishing the observable yield of the OH-producing channel, a process consistent with related observations in reactions with gas-phase alkenes (98) (99) (100) (101) (102) .
Scattering dynamics have also been used to study proton exchange and solvation when reactive atoms and molecules impinge on polar and nonpolar liquids and solutions. In these studies, hydrogen/deuterium isotopic labeling is useful in resolving elementary acid-base events between the projectile and the liquid. Hydrogen halides can scatter impulsively or undergo trapping at a liquid surface. Trapped HX or DX can desorb from the liquid interface without proton exchange, undergo rapid interfacial proton exchange followed by desorption, or succumb to solvation as dissociated ions in the bulk. On glycerol, the majority of incident HBr and HCl molecules, with incident energies of up to 100 kJ/mol, are trapped (at least momentarily) at the liquid-vacuum interface (103, 104) . However, whereas all trapped DBr is observed to undergo bulk solvation, trapped DCl may desorb without exchange, desorb with exchange, or dissolve into the bulk (103, 104) . Relative to pure glycerol, solutions containing NaI and CaI 2 slightly increase the peak translational energy of IS, inhibit DCl trapping at high collision energies, and promote trapping-desorption and trapping-exchange-desorption at the expense of trapping-solvation. These observations suggest that NaI, CaI 2 , and NaBr make the glycerol surface mechanically stiffer and smoother, and it is hypothesized that these salts modulate the post-trapping pathways of DCl by decreasing the availability of the glycerol hydroxyl groups that promote DCl dissociation and H + /D + transport (15, 105, 106) . Like NaI, CaI 2 , and NaBr, glycerol solutions of the ionic surfactant tetrahexylammonium bromide (THABr) also promote DCl trapping-desorption and trapping-exchangedesorption at the expense of trapping-solvation. It is observed that THABr-glycerol solutions influence the post-trapping pathways of DCl in a manner similar to NaBr-glycerol solutions, only at much lower concentrations. This concentration difference can be rationalized by the surface enrichment of the THA + cation and is supported by observations of reduced IS, indicating a mechanically softer and rougher vacuum-liquid interface. Also, given that THABr-glycerol and NaBr-glycerol solutions are observed to impact DCl post-trapping pathways similarly with radically different cations, cation-liquid interactions may not be essential in enhancing trappingdesorption and trapping-exchange-desorption at the expense of trapping-solvation-desorption pathways (107, 108) . In contrast to the above salts, KF solutions in glycerol are observed to inhibit trapping-desorption and trapping-exchange-desorption by scavenging interfacial DCl to produce HF and DF (109 In an innovative application of atomic beam-liquid scattering, the ionization of Na atoms on the protic liquid, glycerol, was used to form solvated electrons near the liquid-vacuum interface (42, 111) . The solvated electrons induced a number of reactions that were identified through the use of selective deuteration of glycerol (Figure 8) . Scattered Na atoms were observed in addition to desorbed reaction products. The time-of-flight distributions of Na atoms showed only an IS component, indicating that all trapped Na atoms failed to desorb from the liquid (111) . Supporting ab initio MD simulations (42) suggested that this irreversible trapping is because of Na ionization, which would be expected to produce solvated electrons near the vacuum-liquid interface. These simulations also identify glycerol hydroxyl group reorientation toward the Na atom as being important in promoting Na ionization (42) . The volatile reactive products observed in the experiment (Figure 8 ) exited the glycerol surface with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution characterized by the surface temperature. A particularly surprising result from this Schematic diagram of reactive pathways that occur following the effusive molecular beam deposition of sodium atoms at the vacuum-liquid interface of glycerol. These pathways were determined by the mass spectrometric detection of reaction products using three isotopologues of glycerol. Although two pathways are believed to contribute to the formation and desorption of water, only the pathway involving OD − is shown. 
COLLISIONS AS AN ANALYTICAL PROBE OF SURFACES
It is undeniable that the field of interfacial collision dynamics has advanced greatly in the past two decades, but its potential goes beyond the purely mechanistic studies discussed above. Now that the fundamental dynamics of a significant range of gas-liquid processes are well known and characterized, this knowledge can be used to interrogate the surfaces of liquids. Of particular interest are typically heterogeneous surfaces where surface composition and structure might bear on real-world applications yet might not be easily probed by more conventional methods. Scattering of gas-phase species can yield information on the preferential orientation of molecules at the surface and, in the more complex case of mixtures and solutions, can reveal and potentially quantify which components are exposed at the surface.
Studies of Surface Structure of Pure Molecular Liquids
The first observations of surface structural effects on scattering dynamics were made by Donaldson and coworkers (112) on the inelastic scattering of I 2 from the surface of 4-cyano-4 -pentylbiphenyl (5CB), a thermotropic liquid crystal. LIF detection showed substantial internal excitation in the TD fraction as a result of multiple encounters with the surface. Interestingly, there were important dynamical differences between the isotropic and nematic phases of 5CB. In the isotropic phase, the molecules are disordered and the internal energy distribution of the scattered I 2 resembled that from other organic liquids (21, 58, 63) . The nematic liquid, in contrast, induced a higher degree of accommodation that depended on the direction of incidence with respect to the alignment director. I 2 molecules approaching perpendicular to the director became more internally excited as a consequence of the surface being rougher at the microscopic level.
Another early example can be found in the study of the reactions between O( 3 P) and liquid linear alkanes carried out by McKendrick and coworkers (113) . The barriers for abstraction of primary, secondary, and tertiary H atoms differ considerably (87) . At the collision energies employed, this gives rise to different reaction probabilities for each C-H bond type, with the yield of OH increasing in the order 1
• < 2 • < 3
• . The experiment found strong variations in the yield of OH with the length of the alkane molecule. This was interpreted as being the result of different degrees of supramolecular ordering of the chains at temperatures just above the respective melting points. This surface freezing effect, known from earlier independent studies (114), aligns the molecules perpendicular to the surface in a shallow interfacial region, preferentially exposing their primary groups and therefore lowering their reactivity. Surface freezing was enhanced for shorter-chain alkanes when they were studied at lower temperatures.
Although the discovery of these structural effects on the dynamics was somewhat accidental, their potential for studying surface compositions was quickly realized. The next section discusses examples of dynamical studies applied to the surface analysis of complex systems, such as solutions and ionic liquids.
Studies of Surface Composition of Mixtures and Ionic Liquids
Atom-or molecule-surface scattering pathways at the liquid-vacuum interface typically involve only the atoms in the first few atomic layers of the interface. IS is particularly surface specific. High translational energies, specular angular distributions, and reductions in energy transfer with increasing incident angle imply that IS projectiles undergo one or few collisions with the outermost atoms of the interface. For example, hyperthermal Ar scattering experiments on glycerol solutions of 2.6 M NaI, 2.6 M KI, 2.5 M LiI, 2.7 M NaBr, and 1.3 M CaI 2 all show an increase in the flux and average energy of IS Ar leaving the liquid surface relative to pure glycerol (15, 105, 106) . This increased flux is consistent with the formation of a smoother, stiffer interface, likely owing to OH interactions with ions in the interfacial region. The increased average energy of IS Ar is consistent with an increase in the effective surface mass produced by the presence of relatively massive ions in the interface layer. Taken together, Ar scattering from alkali and alkaline halides in glycerol suggests that these salts produce ions that occupy the vacuum-liquid interface.
Additional information on the surface composition of glycerol salt solutions can be provided by subthermal CO 2 scattering experiments. These studies show that the high-energy component of the scattered CO 2 rotational distribution is enhanced for 2.5 M NaI in glycerol relative to pure glycerol. Furthermore, these high-energy rotational states were observed to be sensitive to anion identity (Cl − versus I − ) but not cation identity (K + versus Na + ) (115) . If it is assumed that cations and anions influence the structure of the interface equally and that the observed rotational distributions are equally sensitive to surface-accessible cations and anions, these results suggest that the anions dominate the outermost region of the liquid surface.
In many cases, post-trapping pathways that do not involve solvation into the bulk have a very small penetration depth and are highly surface specific. By measuring the residence times of products exiting the liquid surface and taking into account diffusion into and out of the liquid, Nathanson and coworkers (15, 109) estimated the maximum depth that products could have penetrated before scattering through trapping-desorption or trapping-exchange-desorption pathways. For example, HCl that scatters through a trapping-exchange-desorption pathway (releasing DCl) from the surface of 0.5 M KF in glycerol diffuse on average 10 Å or less from its trapping site before exiting the liquid. The detection of DF produced by the reaction of F − with near-interfacial DCl provides evidence that F − can access this region of the interface (109) .
Although trapping-solvation-desorption pathways are associated with long residence times in the liquid bulk, they may be gated by events at the vacuum-liquid interface that are directly related to surface composition. For example, butanol packs loosely on the surface of 60, 64, and 68 wt% D 2 SO 4 at bulk concentrations below 0.18 M and promotes HCl to DCl exchange via trapping-solvation-desorption pathways (116) . In 60 wt% D 2 SO 4 , HCl to DCl exchange is observed to increase with butanol concentration in a manner that correlates with surface tension measurements of interfacial butanol concentration. This HCl to DCl exchange enhancement is too large to originate from bulk dilution and was not observed for two different concentrations of sodium 1-butane sulfonate (SBS) on 60 wt% D 2 SO 4 . Assuming that the surface structure and compositions are similar for SBS-D 2 SO 4 and butanol-D 2 SO 4 solutions, these observations suggest that trapping-solvation-desorption dynamics are sensitive to the concentration of alcohol hydroxyl groups at the liquid-vacuum interface (116) . Interestingly, similar studies on hexanol (117) and 2-ethyl butanol (118) show a transition from enhancement of HCl to DCl exchange to suppression with increasing alcohol concentration, as alkyl group packing more effectively blocks HCl from reaching the acid surface (119) .
Recently, both inelastic and reactive scattering have been employed to characterize the surfaces of ionic liquids (ILs). These are low-temperature molten salts containing large organic cations and, usually, inorganic anions. Because of the growing interest in their industrial applications (120) and the potential to fine-tune their surface composition, a great deal of experimental effort has been directed at understanding the principles that govern IL surfaces (see the sidebar, Ionic Liquid Surface Analysis) (121, 122) . The atomic and molecular scattering experiments reviewed below constitute only one of the multiple surface analysis techniques that have been employed to understand the surface composition and structure of ILs.
Chemical structures of representative ILs are shown in Figure 9 . The majority of ILs studied to date via dynamical scattering experiments are based on the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium cation (abbreviated as [C n mim], where n is the number of C atoms in the alkyl chain). Alkyl chains in the cation are the main nonpolar component; consequently, alkyl coverage has been the focus of many
IONIC LIQUID SURFACE ANALYSIS
In principle, the surface composition of an ionic liquid can be controlled by varying the choice of cation and anion, usually by changing the proportion of nonpolar groups with respect to the polar parts of the ion pair. A great deal of experimental effort has been directed toward characterizing the relationship between surface and bulk compositions, and each experimental technique has its own strengths and disadvantages. Nonlinear spectroscopies such as sum frequency generation and second harmonic generation (143) are surface sensitive and provide information on the orientation of molecules, but they do not give quantitative information on surface composition. Being sensitive to all parts of the interfacial region that lack the isotropy of the bulk, they probe to some extent the lower layers of multilayer structures and not only those exposed directly to vacuum. Scattering techniques such as neutron reflectometry (144), X-ray reflectivity (145) , angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (124) , metastable atom-electron spectroscopy (123) , and ion scattering [e.g., low-energy ion scattering (146) , direct recoil spectrometry (147) , and Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (148) ] are sensitive to varying penetration depths, so the results of measurements with these techniques are typically convoluted with bulk information. In addition, the interpretation of the results is not unambiguous and relies on theoretical models of scattering. surface analysis studies (123) (124) (125) (126) (127) . The main goal has been to accurately characterize the packing and orientation of the chains and to determine whether it is possible to attain an IL surface that is fully saturated in alkyl chains and therefore similar to a hydrocarbon surface. One way to probe alkyl chain coverage is by energy transfer in an inelastic scattering experiment. This has been demonstrated by Nesbitt and coworkers by scattering NO (128) ] was found to affect the values of the TD fraction and the internal energies of the scattered products. This result suggests, although somewhat indirectly, the presence of anions at the surface. Cationic alkyl groups provide broadly similar inelastic scattering dynamics to well-studied hydrocarbon liquids such as squalane (130) . In contrast, scattering from charged ionic moieties has different inelastic dynamical features (usually they increase the stiffness of the surface). Different degrees of accommodation might arise from different fractions of alkyl coverage, depending on anion identity. The TD fraction of inelastically scattered CO 2 also depends on alkyl chain length, indicating a change in surface composition with n (131).
The dependence of surface composition on chain length has been more incisively characterized by reaction with a chemically specific atomic probe. The method, referred to as reactive atom scattering (RAS), provides the desired selectivity toward alkyl chains in addition to high surface specificity. The production of scattered OH when O( 3 P) atoms bombard a surface indicates the exclusive reaction of an incident O atom with an H atom at the liquid-vacuum interface (32, 130, (132) (133) (134) . Thus, the yield of OH in a RAS experiment is a quantitative measure of the hydrogen coverage of the surface. This chemical selectivity can be further tuned by varying the energy of the O( 3 P) atoms. As discussed above, O( 3 P) atoms resulting from NO 2 photolysis give different sensitivities to different C-H bond types. This means that O( 3 P) from bulk photolysis preferentially probes secondary H atoms in the alkyl chains over primary H atoms from terminal methyl groups. The dependence of OH yield on C-H bond type has been experimentally corroborated by reactive scattering of O( 3 P) from deuterium-labeled SAMs (135) . In contrast, O( 3 P) atoms with higher incidence energy, such as those in a hyperthermal beam source (130) , have much more similar reactivity toward H atoms in any chemical environment. Both hyperthermal molecular beam experiments employing O( 3 P) atoms and MS detection (RAS-MS) (130) and bulk photolysis experiments that used O( 3 P) atoms paired with LIF (RAS-LIF) (132) (133) (134) have demonstrated a propensity for the alkyl chains to orient themselves toward the vacuum phase. Despite previous conclusions to the contrary based on other surface analytical methods (123, 126, 136) , the surface clearly does not become saturated with alkyl chains even for the IL with the [C 12 mim] cation. Further studies focusing on the effect of the anion on alkyl coverage (32) showed that anions with smaller ionic volume pack more efficiently at the surface and allow for more alkyl chains to cover the surface. MD simulations support all the experimental findings: Figure 10 increasing alkyl chain length or decreasing anionic volume, in semiquantitative agreement with RAS-LIF measurements. Thus, RAS has been shown to be an effective new tool to characterize liquid surfaces.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. There are now well-established experimental methodologies to study inelastic and reactive scattering at the surfaces of low-vapor pressure liquids. Spectroscopic and mass spectrometric (MS) methods of detection of nascent products provide complementary information that deepens the understanding of underlying mechanisms.
2. Direct H-atom abstraction reactions from hydrocarbons and related liquids and proton exchange at the surfaces of protic liquids are the best-understood classes of reaction.
3. A pervasive observation is a combination of direct, gas phase-like scattering and more complex processes leading to extensive energy loss to the liquid surface. At least empirically, translational and rotational product-state distributions can be fitted to binary combinations of impulsive scattering (IS) and thermal desorption (TD). However, both experiment and theory warn against treating these limiting cases too literally.
4. Both inelastic and reactive types of scattering are sensitive to the composition and structure of the outer layers of liquids, with excellent surface specificity. This has been demonstrated for pure molecular liquids, for salty solutions, and especially for ionic liquids (ILs). Reactive atom scattering (RAS) is particularly promising as a surface analytical probe because of its inherent chemical selectivity.
5. Surface structures of liquids predicted through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations generally agree well with those inferred from experiments. It is much more demanding to simulate scattering dynamics successfully for nonreactive and reactive scattering.
FUTURE ISSUES
1. The dynamics of collisions on water and other liquids with high vapor pressures are yet to be studied. Vacuum-based analytical techniques have successfully been applied to water by using liquid microjets (137, 138) and microfluidic devices (139) . These experimental approaches could potentially be adapted for gas-liquid scattering experiments. Indeed, scattering and evaporation of inert gases from liquid hydrocarbon microjets have already been demonstrated (140, 141) , although scattering from water microjets still presents challenges.
2. Further developments in the methods available to interrogate the mechanisms of dynamical scattering can be anticipated. These are likely to include new and more sophisticated imaging methods for detecting the scattered products. For example, velocity-map imaging (VMI) with resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) detection has recently been demonstrated for the related scattering of HCl from self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces (142) . This would both broaden the range of product species that can be detected spectroscopically and provide additional mechanistically diagnostic information about state-specific velocity distributions. 
